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PREVIEW SAMPLE
C H A P T E R S

Overview

Are you an adult child anticipating your parents’ divorce? Are you a
parent beginning your divorce? Either way, this book was 
intentionally written not only for all adult children of divorcing 
parents, but parents who are embarking upon marriage dissolution. 
The plight of parents splitting anguishes children, even grown-up 
ones that have flown the coop. This narrative reflects one family’s 
explosive journey gone astray. Exiled and estranged, this mother-
author wrote these words to her offspring so as to be heard—and 
mostly understood. 

30 Years to 30 Days sends the message that learned behaviors 
predispose one to a most certain preordained fate. This book makes 
a plea to her children, so they will not repeat her mistakes—and yet 
they do. This story is riddled with trespasses aplenty. From age-old 
scapegoat stigmas using bipolar as a weapon, to psychological 
warfare riddled with mental abuse, to embedded family pathologies,
to hard-won courtroom lessons. This tale chronicles a bizarre 
destiny placing this family’s misfortune into a whole new category. 
Suspense, mystique, and distorted dramas extraordinaire; it’s all 
here.

This never-ending story is for every adult child of separating 
parents.....children who think they know the one true, correct story, 
but don’t. 30 Years to 30 Days is a masterpiece of impossible 
interpersonal relationships  and courtroom shenanigans that twist 
into the unbelievable. This truth is stranger than fiction. This is a 
must-read for all who wish to be well-informed.
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Foreword

My farmhouse bedroom-cove window framed the Siskiyous. Rough,
round, scalped bald in spots, honorable, and peace-filled, much like 
me. A month before, this second-floor bedroom did not exist for me. 
That cozy nook was my refuge, and now it was a place called home. 
A temporary one. Into another state I traveled, far from my other 
home. In less than thirty days I moved my world of thirty-plus years 
to a new beginning. My smile began to return along with an open, 
softer heart. Ten days in a new environment can and does rejuvenate 
the soul. As time purported a cavern between where I then sat with 
my divorce, new perspectives continued to emerge. It continued to 
mold who I was, because after fifty-five years, my state of being 
was quite shaken. So my journey began anew.

Divorce stories are not new. More and more folks have them 
nowadays. So adding this tale to others is not a novel idea. Yes, this 
was a reflective exercise. And writing helped me heal. If my words 
help another, that is what life is about: sharing to help others along 
their path. That is the proverbial teacher inside of me.

This book may appear random. It was not. Topics of elation, 
reflections, bursts of angry energy, and a host of other emotions 
came at random times, much like life itself. Feelings dictated what 
was written, when, where, and how. I wrote for the now, way back 
then. The natural flow on these pages was left intact. This book was 
rewritten several times to temper my angry words, as well as added 
to as new events transpired.

Enjoy my journey. Find yourself in my footsteps and you will find 
many surprises. But, foremost, please be open to learning from my 
experiences. Whether you are pondering divorce, are divorced, or 
especially if you are an adult child of divorcing parents, it is my 
sincere hope that these words will leave you more aware as you 
begin, continue, or end your travels.
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30 Years to 30 Days
Seeds to Estrangement

This book title originated from a new-found friend. After my brief 
narration of my “then to now” situation, she made an astute 
assessment: thirty years as the cock of the walk reduced to thirty 
days as a feather duster.

There it was. My life summed up into one succinct sentence. And, 
sadly, it was true! For over thirty years—actually, two days shy of 
thirty-two years of marriage—my place was in my rural, country 
home with all the trimmings rural Mom and a career gal could 
muster. I owned a home that  I built together with my husband, Jake.
A home I designed via a remodel and came to know intimately by 
pounding fifty percent of the nails myself. Among family, friends, 
and community, my status was secure, unwavering, loyal to a fault 
and steadfast. My, how that all transforms when you say I want a 
divorce.

I held the positions of wife, mother, career woman, equestrian, party 
thrower, community activist, family matriarch, re-modeler, landlord,
teacher, training developer, store owner, graphic artist, Web 
designer, club president. There is more, but just thinking about 
listing who I was is daunting. My core evolves and changes daily. 
Suffice to say I played the role of a truly responsible wife who grew 
up believing in the hogwash of Walt Disney tales that everything 
lasts forever. Pollyanna Patty, please!

I must throw in, too, that I am no slouch when it comes to careers. I 
hold several degrees and numerous certificates. My jobs were 
expansive. From college and high school instruction, to corporate 
training developer and entrepreneur, suffice to say I am an “educated
idiot” as my late father would label one with such credentials.
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Now, the reason I mention my scholarly work history is to point out 
that all this education did me not a lick of good when it came to 
what I experienced in the divorce months that followed. What I am 
saying here is that while my friends revered me as a knowledgeable 
resource on most any subject, I turned clueless when it came to the 
games of divorce. Infancy of knowledge in too many unfamiliar 
arenas left me most assuredly an “UN-educated idiot”.

Now, let’s roll back a bit. When my wedding vows escaped my lips, 
they were words well meant. Till death do us part. I took those 
words literally, thinking death meant a physical one. As we mature, 
we come to understand that words acquire new meanings. As for 
death, it does not always pertain to the physical variety. There are 
other types. Mental, emotional, and spiritual deaths are other 
legitimate demises. Words live and breathe their own meanings 
depending on one’s perspective. This was a harsh reality revisited 
during the year preceding my divorce.

Unwinding a lifetime in one place, in one house, with one man is a 
process, but one that started a decade earlier. When I finally 
acknowledged my severe discontent in my marriage there was no 
turning back. Yet my ideals of Walt Disney would not let my head 
go. Never give up hope. Try harder. It’ll get better. Keep at it. Don’t 
give up. Shoot for the rainbow. The only thing was, there was no 
rainbow in sight.

Knowing you need out and doing it, committing to it, are two very 
different breeds. I knew we had not walked the same path for years. 
It was painful. The Lord knows I voiced my concerns, tried new 
actions to cope, but it takes two wanting to make it work. As most 
divorcees will admit, we go on a slow slide down a stream which 
gathers momentum until you hit the whitewater. There, you sink, 
float, swim, or get out.
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There comes a turning point when some action needs to happen. The
options become: fix the marriage, paddle faster, or just get out of the
rapids. Sometimes it is an accumulation of stuff. Sometimes it is an 
event. For me it was a picture that pushed me over the edge to give 
my final farewell.

Picture Perfect

The picture I held in my hands was of earlier, happier times. Thirty-
five years earlier to be exact, and a time of innocence captured 
through a lens. Jake, my now ex, stood beside one of my brothers 
high atop one mountain with Mount Rainier looming in the 
backdrop. Their motorcycle gear apparent, both where laughing 
deeply, intimately, over a private joke. It was not so much the 
picture, but the era of what it represented.

So, yes, it was the picture. It was a time of promises, a future untold 
and filled with hope. It screamed new beginnings undaunted by 
conditional thoughts or expectations. This time had no time track. 
Laughter was shared easily without restrain. Our sibling bipolar 
years had not sprouted. No family suicides existed. No sibling 
marriages yet, only boy- and girlfriends existed. Of course no 
children were even conceived in thought, much less body. This 
picture perfect encapsulated a poignant moment that equaled not lost
years, blame or guilt, but a nirvana that would never return.

I cried. For the first time in months, I cried like a baby. How could 
one simple picture set me off to blubbering? The floodgates opened. 
Bent over in half, I realized then that if I could not be true to my 
path, he would not be true to his. This was to be the single hardest 
period in my life. Both in telling him—and little did I know the 
aftermath—through to divorce, and beyond to oblivion.
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Non-Recovery

And so it came to pass that I grew the courage to deliver the I want 
out news. There is never a right time, or a correct way. Typically, I 
jump-started our conversations. Jake did not talk; he either used 
silence as a control valve, or yelling to win the war. Jake’s fights 
came in erratic spurts, but often I got beat up in battle from the 
insults and beastly shouting. Why I didn’t learn to walk away was 
beyond me. Sometimes you learn too slowly because hope is a hinge
that swings you into thinking it’ll get better.

On this particular Sunday late morn, I began a conversation that was
met, as per usual, with disrespect. Why I put up with that I’ll never 
know either. Anyway, the words I chose were careful, loving, and 
kind. It echoed this letter that I gave to Jake:

Reflections

I have reflected on much these past few years. In particular these last
months. We have had a wonderful life together, really. We raised two
great children, celebrating each year with the passing of their 
birthdays, Christmases, family gathering, et al. As my best friend, I 
have and always will revere, respect, and cherish all that you say, do,
and are. You are a principled man who lives his life with conviction 
and integrity. You have been and are the most incredible father our 
children could have ever asked for. You brought many lessons to 
their lives—and mine. You have great compassion and love for 
animals.

You are truly a genius, the most gifted master builder that I have 
ever met. There is nothing you cannot tackle or fix. Not a thing! We 
have shared in all that life offers—thirty-four years’ worth! And I 
love you for all this. We are good friends, which is wonderful in 
itself after all these years.
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And, as much as we have shared, we have also grown… in many, 
too many ways we have grown apart. This happens in relationships. 
It is as natural as time itself. Like a steppingstone pathway worn 
away over time. This familiar pavement inadvertently becomes thin, 
brittle, breaks apart in places, may get patched up periodically, but 
not tended to enough so as to be useful for the long haul. This is the 
way I see us—our marriage. It is nothing more and nothing less. It is
not that this is right or wrong. It is how we have become: a broken 
path, nearly abandoned by both of us.

Right now, where I sit, I see us as two roommates. Look at us: We 
do not make, or share meals with each other anymore. We do not 
think about what the other wants or wants to do anymore. You wash 
your own clothes. I wash mine. Sometimes you help me if I ask; if it
works out, I reciprocate. We shop for our food and other needs 
separately. Neither of us likes to clean house, much less take out the 
garbage. This is so typical of roommates. Our conversations are in 
passing and only tend to basics. We don’t play, work, or do anything 
together. We haven’t for years. When we are away alone, you prefer 
to go back home. You want to live here in this house and this area. I 
do not. And, we are not intimate—sadly for years it has been this 
way... not even a handshake, for God’s sake!

And, look at our lifestyles. We are completely opposite! Your 24/7 
talk radio and Fox news disrupts my system, just as my Internet and 
writing disturbs you. I am social and like to go out and socialize. 
This is not your style. I like to dance. You abhor it. You are into your
cars, motorcycles, and shop. I am not. I am into everything horses. 
You are not. I am an Internet junkie. You are a TV addict. You like 
action-war movies, and television boxing matches, all which turn 
my stomach. I like relationship and alternative movies, which turn 
yours. Never do we talk of deep, mind-expanding subjects. And 
worse, we NEVER laugh together anymore. I believe we both could 
agree that the list here is endless. Simply put, we live in opposite 
dimensions and have entirely different lifestyles.
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What I’m saying, and I believe you will agree, is that we are living 
disconnected lives. The only things we share in common now are the
dogs, the family photos, the house, and the bills. Is that really 
enough for you? For me, it is not. In truth, it has not been a pleasant 
life for me for a very, very, very long time. I have rationalized my 
life away saying it did not matter. That status quo is enough. We will
get through this phase of our lives. The only thing is, this phase has 
been going on for way too many years! You are always amazed at 
people who seemingly do a complete flip… go through a midlife 
crisis and turn into somebody ‘different.’ I say that people just grow 
into who they truly are. That people become who they are meant to 
be. I believe that is the case with us. We each have become who we 
are meant to be. Again, this is not good or bad—it just is.

So where do we go from here? I want to remain your good, close 
friend, but I want out. I need out of our marriage contract. It is not a 
matter that I don’t love you. I do. It is a matter that our lifestyles are 
on completely different paths. I do not expect nor want you to 
change; as I would not for you. We are who we have become. Truly, 
we both need to move on. I want to see you happy again. I know 
from the bottom of my heart I do not make you happy. You need to 
be with someone who will make you happy. I do not have a problem
with this thought. To be of service to our highest selves, we now 
both must consciously walk our separate paths. This is the only 
option for each of us to find our happiness again. And, if not just for 
us, for our kids, and grand kids.

And, by the way, no, I have not bedded down with anyone ever in 
our physical married life. That would not be fair, to break the trust 
and freedom you have entrusted to me in our marriage.

Now, you may be thinking—and I’m only speculating here—that 
I’ve turned a big corner. You may want to contribute this to my 
bipolar or a midlife crisis. Call it what you may. I can only assure 
you this has been a long time coming. You know this by the many, 
too many times, I have talked to you, at you, and pleaded with you 
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for our future together. And, since last fall, I have stopped talking 
and asking you for more because I know you don’t have it to give 
me. And, truly, I don’t have anything left in me to give to us. There 
is only one future I hope to see for us—and that is as good friends. I 
am hopeful that this will be the outcome of what’s ahead.

Truly, I don’t know where I/we go from here. I do know that I want 
to be, though. Okay, I’ll say it: divorced.

I do not want to spend another winter here in this cold, dank 
weather. I can’t. I will probably move south and possibly east. Not 
sure yet. It remains to be explored. I just know I want drier. I believe
if we put our heads together we can figure out how we can both get 
out of this easily… speaking of the financial part. For the most part, 
we have always agreed on the finances and this should be no 
different. This house that you love so much, I’m sure we can figure 
out a way for you to keep it. The rest of the stuff we can come to an 
agreement on as well. It will be a procedure, like a death, that we 
will need to process.

I know this letter is a lot to take in. This is the HARDEST thing I 
have ever done. I struggled for a very long time to find the proper 
way, and moment in time to tell you: the right place where you 
could, and would, hear my words without interruption—not before 
the holidays, and not while your health was weak. I practiced this in 
my head so many times, but found no proper words could escape my
lips. I did not want my verbal words to say the wrong thing to hurt 
you. Then finally came the answer: this letter. And, even this has 
been written over so many times. For me, this letter was the best 
way to verbalize what has been in my heart. I am verbalizing what 
we both have said and done in our actions to each other over the last 
few-to-many years.

Truly, when it comes down to it, what are we both holding on to? 
Customs, old beliefs and routine patterns? They belong to 
yesteryear. I cannot hope for a marriage that will not be. I don’t 
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expect either of us to change for the other. We are who we are and 
that’s okay! When I think on it, there is great freedom in just being 
who we are, and each need to be, although not married. And I do 
look forward to a future with you as my good best friend.

You will always be in my heart.

And then, what I was met with were Jake’s traditional reactions to 
keep me in line.

“You know why this is, don’t you? You are bipolar!”

This time, his words did not cast doubt on my decision. In fact, 
those words confirmed my declaration.

Divorce Grounds

Reasons couples divide are many, typical, and unique. Ours, from 
my angle, included my bipolar that was used against me as a means 
to control my actions. Mind you, my bipolar was minimal. I was a 
highly functioning person who never faltered in raising a family and 
having respectable jobs. I came to learn that bipolar, while 
hereditary, is highly charged by its environment.

Other sources of non-recovery included the fact that we were 
completely separate people. I was social, outgoing, and had/have a 
large circle of friends. Jake was, still is, a recluse—content to hole 
up in his shop never to emerge. Never did we do social outings 
together. I went. He didn’t. That was the norm for fifteen years. 
Lonely did not begin to cover my feelings, but as a result I grew 
very independent. There were very few family vacations. Jake didn’t
want to go. Many times it was just the kids and me alone on trips. As
a consequence, today I have no problem vacationing alone. I will 
say that this independence is not always a virtue, depending on who 
you hang with. So God help the next man in my life.
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The shop we both built took its toll on us. Classic cars and 
motorcycles were Jake’s passion. That in itself was not the problem, 
but the obsession to sacrifice the time he dedicated to marital and 
family relationships was. We’ll do that later was Jake’s favorite 
comment. But, later never came. It got pushed to forgotten forever. 
The finances, while initially not an issue, became one.

We both worked in our marriage, but I sustained the bread-winning 
jobs, making sure our family had health benefits and our bills were 
paid. His income slowly became extra that was spent on shop tools 
and cars and motorcycles.

His work became self-employed, with much too much time spent 
holed up inside his shop. It would have been reasonable if money 
was made from the shop, but largely it wasn’t. The times it was, the 
cash was reabsorbed in shop tools. Towards the last years, I never 
saw money come into the joint checking account unless I asked for 
it. Then it was given begrudgingly. For twenty-five years of our 
thirty-six together, there were discussions time and again around this
inequitable money issue. Not that money is not an issue in most 
marriages, but it grew into a deception of the extraordinaire kind.

Here’s one such example. Towards the end of our matrimonial 
period, I asked a simple question: “Gee, how much’ve you put into 
this old Ranchero now?” I had noticed it growing a lot of chrome 
lately.

“Oh, eight thousand” Jake says. Imagine my shock when I found the
car’s file stuffed with receipts totaling over $26K! No joke! And so I
did the logical thing and asked Jake to clarify. His response was no 
response. Instead, the receipts disappeared. Street value on this car 
wasn’t even ten thousand. Now, this was just one example of shape-
shifting shop secrets I put up with for years.

Jake never fooled anyone, least of all me; even our longtime friends 
knew the score. One day a comment came out of one friend’s mouth 
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upon seeing Jake’s new motorcycle. “Did your wife buy that one for 
you too?” our friend taunted while adding a wink in my direction. 
Many of our friends nodded to me knowing I was the one who kept 
it together. Me, the breadwinner, the responsible mom. Oh, yeah, it 
got real old.

Now, readers, you are surely wondering why I didn’t do something 
about this inequity. Well, gee, I, uh, talked to Jake about it until I 
was blue in the face. Then I dragged Jake to counseling that he 
resented and finally quit. Probably because the counselor told him 
he needed to work on his anger. My pleadings fell on deaf ears. 
What was I supposed to do—go out spend him? For the most part I 
wasn’t a constant nag. Every partnership has its give and take. When
this balance went overboard, it was one more nail in our coffin that 
said, enough.

Through our marriage, I had a horse and later on a couple of them. 
Jake saw that as excessive. I saw them as cheap therapy. My horses 
were gifts to me. From practice I do know the initial cost of a horse 
is incidental compared to the rest of their upkeep; however, 
prudently I did their self-care at home. To save money I learned to 
trim and shoe, and vet them myself. Now, what female does that? 
Only a frugal, self -sacrificing enabler I suppose. My back aches just
thinking about those shoeing days—but, mind you, to this day I still 
do trim my horses out of independent pride.

Yes, I prioritized. There was no excessive expensive horse showing, 
as other friends did. I balanced out my horse fun against household 
expenses, and once children came onto the scene, the backyard horse
became relegated to just that. True, my horse was a constant hay 
burner, but even so, dollar-for-dollar he did not begin to compare to 
Jake’s ongoing monthly shop expenditures, although Jake would tell
you different.
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Dear Judge Epilogue

To my divorce judge, one and all. . .

I wonder if judges ever contemplate the fate of those they have 
served. Or ponder those who were rendered a life alteration due to 
your verdict. Judge, do you?

I divorced my abusive husband after thirty-two-plus years. The 
outcome—because you helped: Fabulous. I was given thirty days to get
out of my house after thirty-plus years of memories I helped create. At 
the onset, this would seem cruel. After all, I was not compensated at 
that time for a house I helped build financially and physically. I 
suppose the thirty days is standard. After the initial shock, what this 
did was push me immediately to change my life. For the better.
That opposing B* lawyer told you that I could buy a house easily for
the total of $200K that I had in my possession. To buy in King 
County, and to the standard in which I was living? No way. She 
knew that too. So I traveled with my old horses to another state, near
to my sister-in-law who needed my support—and I, hers. Somehow, 
blessings, little miracles began to happen! I found a modest house to
buy, an older ranch house with a host of issues. I learned how to 
plumb, do electricals—in fact I put both out in my old barn and 
everything works! I dug up problematic sewer lines, replaced broken
fixtures, replaced a subfloor, then tiled and remodeled the bathroom.
I turned capable and confident again. More than just a farmhand. 
Everything happens for a reason and this step from my marriage into
the renewed, capable ME was proof.

More miracles. Somehow I landed into the most wonderful 
neighborhood imaginable. My first weeks here I found a crushed  
sewer line leading to my septic tank. Shovel in hand, beginning to 
dig, I found neighbors showing up with their shovels. Incredible. 
Everyone here is down-to-earth, honest. Many new acquaintances 
have become great friends. My experiences have given the word 
neighborhood a whole new, beautiful meaning.
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My two old horses are now at home. Bella Luna is a stray cat I took 
in. No one should go without a home. And Toby is the love of my 
life. He is a Border collie rescue that was abandoned at three weeks 
old and given over to the shelter. I couldn’t ask for a more loyal 
companion. Truth is we needed and deserved each other. Life in this 
rural community is fulfilling and I am glad timing was such that it 
all fell into place after those difficult few years.

Change is good, even if one is challenged. Life is but a string of 
choices, consequences, and lessons learned. The divorce process 
was an eye-opener for me. I learned probably more than I wanted to,
but nonetheless it was quite a time period. The other day my 
attorney was asking for some records from the initial onset of my 
divorce. I was shocked, still am shocked, that this process started 
three years ago. Wow.

The never-ending divorce is now on year three due to the appeals. 
And, judge, you are still presiding over my fate! Incredible, huh? It’s
just like the never-ending story. Appeal one concerned the house to 
be paid off in eighteen months, which has come and gone without 
payment to me. Yes, judge, your verdict permitted my ex to not have
to pay me right away even though he had the finances to do so. I got 
sent down the road with barely enough to buy a simple house while 
he got to retain our standard of living. That is fine. The longer he 
takes to pay me off, the more interest I am earning.

Truth is it saddens me now as I am forced to take disciplinary action 
that could have been thwarted in the first place by your judgment. 
My attorney had pleaded with you at that appeal eighteen months 
ago to have Jake pay me as he had full funding in his possession. 
But no; because you let it slide, just like the other sloppy edicts in 
our divorce decree, you allowed more chaos to unwind, thus more 
money to be spent needlessly. You, my judge, are the creator in 
another scenario that we must confront: disciplinary action that will 
cost Jake more money and possibly the loss of the house he so 
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wanted to keep. Truly, it is sad that common sense does not prevail 
in your courtroom. In fact, from what I have observed, untidy 
judgments just perpetuate a system that secures you all a job.

The second appeal, the one in which I supposedly owe Jake’s 
attorney’s fees, is up for grabs. Eighteen months after the fact and 
we are arguing over old causes. For crying out loud; I never hired 
the B* attorney. Allowing her to bill me sets a precedent that anyone
can bill anyone for anything at anytime. Amazing that a simple 
divorce can go so whacky. This is all thanks to attorney B* and you, 
my dear judge, who bore a bias towards me and refused to put it 
away in favor of doing an adequate job.

Judge, in spite of all the above frustration, would you like to know 
the biggest loss in my divorce? It’s not the thirty-two years of 
marriage. It’s not the money or the house, although I’m sore about 
those injustices. It’s not that I lost my dogs, or relatives whom I 
thought really liked me. It is that it’s been way over two years now 
and there has been no contact with my children, let alone 
grandchildren. And, no, judge, I don’t blame this situation on 
you at all.

Yes, I made attempts to contact them. Initially, I sent cards and made
calls on holidays. My last effort was that I sent birthday cards to my 
kids, and, believe it or not, to Jake as well. Never heard one tiny 
morsel of communication in return. That was when I stopped. They 
have put a prison around themselves so tight it might be some time 
before any communication is forthcoming. It is apparent they all 
hold a great deal of animosity and hate inside, still. Well, blessings 
be. I have let them all go now. Each is free to find his or her path. I 
am done, with no regrets.

You know what, judge? I am not one of those grandparents who will
pine at not being a part of their grandchild’s life. Two years going on
three is a long time when young. My blood grandbaby was barely a 
year old the last time I saw him. Now, at four years old, he won’t 
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even know who I am. The other two, older ones, may remember me.
Instead of getting mad about this, I look at it this way: I’m free from
being a grandma and all those expectations tied up inside this role. 
I’ve had time to process and, regrettably, harden. No worries here. 
See; out of ashes, resolve happens.

Judge, the sad part of this estrangement is our relationships will 
never be the same—that is if we ever have one again. I do not hate 
anyone, but any future bonds will be reserved. Just like my faith in 
your court, my trust was violated and reallocated. Much like my 
divorce my kids have alienated themselves from me. Judge, do you 
have grandchildren? Do you know what it is like to lose your whole 
family while seeking a healthy resolution for yourself? This path I 
have walked I don’t wish upon anyone, even you, my dear judge.
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